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About us
Photobooths have become a common sight at celebrations compared to ten years ago. Nowadays they
are part of events like dinner and dance, company meetings and even weddings.
FunPics was originally founded in November 2014 as a sole proprietor and then privatized on November
2017 (201734492D). Over the years, we have fulfilled more than 1,100 bookings for dinner and dance,
product launches, weddings and concerts for our esteemed clients.
We can commit to a maximum of 12 bookings per day! However, please be reminded that during peak
dates we can be fully booked for at least three months. So, if you’re on the ground doing your research,
please find out if your event coincides with those peak dates in your calendar, or check with your venue
organizer to avoid disappointments.
Most of our clients book as early as nine months to a year after their initial conversation with us.
In terms of company strength, we have slightly above 60 staff ready to be deployed. Our staff are handpicked to ensure they have the right mentality before going through various hands-on, engagement and
OJT training. We also ensure they are both physically and mentally ready before sending them to facilitate a show with other senior staff.
You will be thinking, “Why do so much?” Yes, being well prepared is our virtue.
We monitor movement within our industry regularly, and over the years we have heard really bad reviews from other clients on forums and Facebook pages. Thus, we learn from people’s mistakes and try
to avoid making the same mistake again.

Milestones
achieved over the years
Most social media followers
in Singapore on Facebook

more than

1100

5000 followers &
counting

shows fulfilled

Highest

five-star
rating

in Singapore on
Facebook (150 and
counting).

Major events like AsiaTV Awards,
FILA Outlet Opening, Pizza Hut Media
Release, ARTBOX and many more.

COVID-19 - The new
norm worldwide
The current pandemic has
affected Singapore economically
and affected individuals and end
consumers from various stages
of their celebratory planning in
the events sector.
We have not paused our
workflow. We still book venues,
reconsider vendors, grow
consistently, and look for ways to
protect stakeholders like yourself
and ourselves.

We have implemented safety guidelines since
late February to early March.
•

Declaration of social and work visits from our staff and
their family members.

We have enhanced additional safety measures
recommend by the government too.

•

Reimbursement of salary for all staff if they do not feel
well.

•

Declaration of social and work visits from our staff and
their family members.

•

Social distancing.

•

•

Disinfecting props and systems.

Reimbursement of salary for all staff if they do not feel
well.

•

Removal of props that are wearable (masks, hats and
spectacles).

•

Social distancing with markers onsite.

•

Self-disinfecting props and systems.

•

Removal of props that are wearable (masks, hats and
spectacles).

•

Special SDST coating on all systems and props.

We are the only photobooth company in Singapore that has acquired
the SDST coating agent due to global shortage. This product is widely
reported in all news platforms as effective against COVID-19. Each
application will last approximately three months making it semi
permanent coating on surface applied.
Studies were done at Changi International Airport. With high traffic
usage, the agent lasted three months.

CHOOSING THE
“RIGHT” VENDOR
There are hundreds and thousands of vendors providing photobooth services locally. This is due to the low capital involved in
starting your own photography business—just buy a simple iPad
and a Canon SELPHY printer and you are good to go!
Good vendors use DSLR or other
capturing devices best suited to a
high-speed photo printer. This is what
generally sets apart the good and bad
vendors.
Additionally, many freelancers are
using good quality printers nowadays. However, it is important to note
that there are some business owners
who use dubious equipment in their
shoots. Therefore, it has become

increasingly challenging to select
the right vendor for an “effortless”
entertainment such as photobooth
(especially for the general public that
has limited knowledge of what to
lookout for).
Over the years, we have served more
than a thousand clients and there are
many horror stories or experiences
that we have heard from our clients
like the examples below:

•

The Invisible Vendor – A vendor that went MIA after a deposit.

•

Sleeping Beauty Vendor – Onsite staff were sleeping.

•

The Colour Blind Vendor - Colour composition off the chart making guests
look yellowish or greyish.

•

The “Tilum Por” (Mattress Cover) Vendor – Bad positioning of camera frame
and crumpled backdrop.

•

ICU Vendor – The kind of vendor that does not respond to you. You see
them in action when soliciting business, but once you’ve signed the deal
with them, they do not reply to you when you require their assistance.

So how
do you
choose
a vendor
that best
suits
your
needs?

OUR PACKAGE
Shown below is a list of our packages and their popularity over
the years. This chart will help you better understand your desires.
Some are more popular than others and some are less taken up
due to space constraints. We grade them based on 0-3 stars.
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whatsapp instantprint
Official approval by MTI Singapore

Most popular package during this COVID-19 period when Social Distancing is put in place by MTI
whereby Traditional Photobooth can no longer be offered for Weddings & Events until Social
Distancing eased.
Guest will simply scan our QR code and send in their photos to be printed. It’s that easy! Now
everyone (guest) will be your photographer!
Step 1: Scan our QR Code
Step 2: Send us your photo
Step 3: Collect from us

What’s in the package?

Logistics Requirement

Duration
- 2 hours
Staff 		
- 1-2 staff onsite
Services		
- WhatsApp Instantprint
Prints		
- Unlimited (4R, Polaroid or
		Cardsize)
Photo Sleeves - Yes
Overlay		
- Customized Overlay
WIFI		
- Yes
Softcopies
- Returned right after the show
Delicated No.
- Yes
QR Code
- Up to 200 pcs of Cards with QR 		
		
Code to be distributed

Space		
- 2 x 2-meter space
Power		
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
Location
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a socket
point
Logistic		
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x 0.75m) &
		
2 Chairs
Setup/Teardown - We will reach your venue approx.
		
1 hours earlier for setup

Price		

*Printing of jobs/photos will stop at the end of the
booked timing. For privacy, existing print queues
will be erased.

- From $600 net

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed temporary to better protect both you and
your guest. Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your venue or you can rent with us.
Alternatively, we can also send it out once all the booth returns to our office.

2

JOYBOOTH

Among all services offered, one of the most
popular packages is our JOY Booth, which comes
with four different print sizes! Yes, you heard it
right—your guest will be spoiled for choices as
to which template they want, or they can have all
Maybank
four different printouts!
What is more? JOY Booth is equipped with boomerang and GIF (digital) functions, too. You can
choose standard printed photos, boomerang videos or even GIF, and choose whether you want to
share immediately.

What’s in the package?

Logistics Requirement

Duration
Staff 		
Services		
Prints		
		
		
Photo Sleeves
Overlay		
WIFI		
Props		
Backdrop
Softcopies

Space		
- 3 x 3-meter space
Power		
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
Location
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a socket
point
Logistic		
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x 0.75m) &
		
2 Chairs
Setup/Teardown - We will reach your venue approx.
		
1 hours earlier for setup

Price		

- 2 hours
- 2 staff onsite
- Photobooth + Boomerang + Gif.
- Unlimited (from Photobooth 4 		
sizes, 4R, Polaroid, Flimstrip and 		
Cardsize)
- Yes
- Customized Overlay
- Yes (for instant sharing)
- *Up to 100 props onsite
- Yes (Including Premium Series)
- Returned right after the show

- From $650 net

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props
Customized Backdrop

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)
- $188 (3 x 2m)

Marriott D&D

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed temporary to better protect both you and your
guest. Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your venue or you can rent with us. Alternatively, we
can also send it out once all the booth returns to our office.
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360-SPINNER

With our 360-Spinner booth, your guest will be
able to capture impressive videos of themselves
in slowmo, fast forward and use many more
effects on the stand!
This package is an extremely popular package
catering for D&D and product launches.
Occasionally, we receive private bookings like weddings, too.
Comes with close to 200 random effects, and your guest will be able to receive their very own
video immediately from our sharing station.

What’s in the package?

Requirements

Duration
Staff 		
Services		
Music		
Overlay		
Out-throw
		
WIFI		
Props		
Softcopies

Space		
- 4 x 4-meter space
Power		
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
Location
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a socket point
Logistic		
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x 0.75m) &
		
2 Chairs
Setup/Teardown - We will reach your venue approx.
		
2 hours earlier for setup

Price		

- 2 hours
- 2 staff onsite
- 360 Video capture
- Selection of loyalty free music
- Customized Overlay
- Client can provide out-throw
(2-3 seconds capped)
- Yes (for instant sharing)
- Selected Props will be provided
- Returned right after the show

- From $2,850 net

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props
Customized Backdrop

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)
- $188 (3 x 2m) /pc

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed temporary to better protect both you and your guest.
Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your venue or you can rent with us. Alternatively, we can also
send it out once all the booth returns to our office.
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COTTAGE BOOTH

ROBINSONS

ARTBOX

You have seen us at mass scale events like ARTBOX and retail launches at Raffles City.
Cottage Booth is catered towards mass events and corporate launches.
It comes with features like a standard photobooth that prints up to four different sizes, boomerangs and
even GIF.

What’s in the package?

Logistics Requirement

Duration
Staff 		
Services		
Prints		
		
Photo Sleeves
Overlay		
WIFI		
Props		
Backdrop
Softcopies

Space		
- 3 x 3-meter space
Power		
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
Location
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a socket
point
Logistic		
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x 0.75m) &
		
2 Chairs
Setup/Teardown - We will reach your venue approx.
		
1 hours earlier for setup

Price		

- 2 hours
- 2 staff onsite
- Photobooth + Boomerang + Gif.
- Unlimited (from Photobooth 4 sizes, 4R, 		
Polaroid, Flimstrip and Cardsize)
- Yes
- Customized Overlay
- Yes (for instant sharing)
- *Up to 100 props onsite
- Yes (Including Premium Series)
- Returned right after the show

- From $2,450 net

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props
Customized Backdrop

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)
- $188 (3 x 2m)

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed temporary to better protect both you and your guest.
Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your venue or you can rent with us. Alternatively, we can also
send it out once all the booth returns to our office.
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MARSHMALLOW BOOTH

Marshmallow Booth

Marshmallow Booth back

The first and only inflatable booth in Singapore!
Marshmallow Booth is one of the two different types of enclosed booths in our inventory, and people
love it! Why? A hint for you: “What happens in the booth, stays in the booth.”
No more awkwardness when making a funny face or kissing! Not only can your guest take photos within
the enclosure, but every corner of our Marshmallow Boot has the perfect spot for photo opt—don’t you
think so?

What’s in the package?

Logistics Requirement

Duration		
Staff 			
Services			
Prints			

Space			
Power			
Location		
			
Logistic			
			
Setup/Teardown
			
			

		
Photo Sleeves		
Overlay			
WIFI			
Props			
Backdrop		
Softcopies 		

Price			

2 hours
- 2 staff onsite
- Photobooth + Boomerang + Gif.
- Unlimited (from Photo			
Booth 4 sizes, 4R, Polaroid,
Flimstrip and Cardsize)
- Yes
- Customized Overlay
- Yes (for instant sharing)
- *Up to 100 props onsite
- Na
- Returned right after the show

- From $1,080 net

- 3 x 3-meter space
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a
socket point
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x
0.75m) & 2 Chairs
- We will reach your venue
approx. 1 hours earlier 		
for setup

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)

temporary to better protect both you and your
guest. Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your
venue or you can rent with us. Alternatively, we can
also send it out once all the booth returns to our
office.

Marshmallow back

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed

6

BULLET-TIME

Matrix? Bullet-time is one of our most popular packages for dinner
and dance or even product launches.
With our nine-camera array, you’ll see yourself freeze in motion.
Don’t you think so?

What’s in the package?

Requirements

Duration
Staff 		
Services		
Music		
Overlay		
Out-throw
		
WIFI		
Props		
Softcopies

Space		
- 4 x 4-meter space
Power		
- 1 x 13 Amp socket
Location
- Sheltered/Indoor, near a socket 		
		
point
Logistic		
- 2 x GS/Recep Table (1.5 x 0.75m) &
		
2 Chairs
Setup/Teardown - We will reach your venue approx.
		
2 hours earlier for setup

Price		

- 2 hours
- 2 staff onsite
- 360 Video capture
- Selection of loyalty free music
- Customized Overlay
- Client can provide out-throw (2-3 seconds
capped)
- Yes (for instant sharing)
- Selected Props will be provided
- Returned right after the show

- From $2,850 net

Add ons
Additional Hours		
Customized Props
Customized Backdrop

- $75/30mins
- $120 (fit 1 x A1)
- $188 (3 x 2m) /pc

*Due to COVID-19, props will be removed temporary to better protect both you and your guest.
Onsite sharing requires WIFI from your venue or you can rent with us. Alternatively, we can also
send it out once all the booth returns to our office.

Backdrops
Premium Series

Premium Series

Glitter Series

Glitter Series

Print types
4R

Flimstrip
Cardsize

Polaroid
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